Chairs’ update
LAKE @ IETF113
Progress

- Adopted draft-ietf-lake-traces containing the test vectors
- Declared draft-ietf-lake-edhoc-12 “ready for formal analysis” [1]
  - Invitation article published in IEEE Computer Magazine [2]
- EDHOC spec was frozen since IETF112, updated in github
- Chartered items progressed in github
  - Presented towards the end of the meeting today

[2] https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03434293v3/document
IEEE Computer Magazine article

• Summarizes the protocol
• Invites academic community
  • Symbolic model
  • Computational model
• Implementation security
• Yes, corrected the title...
Today’s meeting and milestone status

• Focus on community feedback
  • Implementers
  • Symbolic model progress
  • Computational model analysis progress
  • Implementation security progress

• March milestone
  • pushed until we collect more feedback from the academic community
  • To be discussed during the meeting